KALTURA VIDEO SOLUTIONS FOR
GOVERNMENT
VIDEO SOLUTIONS THAT TRANSFORM GOVERNMENT IN
THE 21ST CENTURY
Video technologies are transforming the way we communicate, share knowledge, learn, and
collaborate. Global, national, and local governments and NGOs are experiencing new opportunities
and challenges in video, mobile, social and cloud. Kaltura’s video solutions, already in use by millions
of end users, allow government and public sector agencies to capitalize on these trends and provide
secure and reliable video anywhere on any device. Kaltura modernizes the way government
institutions communicate and collaborate internally, as well as the way they engage with millions of
citizens online.

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS AND COLLABORATION
Build organizational knowledge and improve team
productivity and collaboration through video creation and
sharing. Allow staﬀ to broadcast live events, share ideas at
scale, and collaborate within geographically dispersed teams.

TRAINING & KNOWLEDGE SHARING
Onboard and train staﬀ and contractors, faster, cost eﬀctively
and with better learning results. Slash travel costs, launch
remote training sessions, and provide searchable training
video libraries to scale training and knowledge sharing in your
organization.
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FEDERALTUBE VIDEO PORTAL
Launch a secure video portal to boost staﬀ communications, knowledge sharing,
collaboration, training, and public engagement. Users create, share, search, browse, and
watch videos, video presentations, and screencasts, with powerful control and governance..

GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS & PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
Launch a secure video portal to boost staﬀ communications, knowledge sharing, collaboration, training,
and public engagement. Users create, share, search, browse, and watch videos, video presentations, and
screencasts, with powerful control and governance..

SOLUTIONS AND FEATURES

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS & COLLABORATION
Video portal for collaboration and communications
Live events broadcasting
Video extensions for SharePoint and internal portals

Integrations with web-meeting and video-conferencing tools
Central repository to eliminate siloed asset management
Secure video delivey behind the firewall or on the internet

TRAINING & KNOWLEDGE SHARING
Out of the box video portal for training and compliance videos
Supports viewing anywhere, and on any device
Lecture Capture and Webcasting tools

Video creation and authoring tools
Pre-packaged video extensions for LMS platforms
Detailed reporting to track training

FEDERALTUBE VIDEO PORTAL
A channel-based video portal, focused on government use
cases and security requirements
Easy to browse, share, search and watch videos on any device
Introduce new programs to sta� and to public audiences
Broadcast and record management messages
Publish training and compliance videos

Allow staﬀ to showcase their work and share how-to videos
Stream council meetings, important events, and ceremonies
Integrated with existing SSO/LDAP/SAML mechanisms
Easily deployed on the cloud, on premises, or as a hybrid
platform

GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS & PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
Customizable video player and video gallery portal
Interactive video with in-player calls-to-action and video
recommendations
Easy integration and embedding of videos into existing
websites and portals

Easy publishing and syndication of video to search engines,
social media sites, news sites, and online blogs
Broadcast announcements, events, council meetings, and
ceremonies to public audiences
Detailed analytics to track public engagement

HIGHLIGHTED CUSTOMERS

About Kaltura

With the mission to power any video experience, Kaltura has emerged as the fastest growing video platform. Kaltura is deployed
globally in thousands of enterprises, media companies, service providers, and educational institutions and engages hundreds of
millions of viewers at home, at work, and at school.
For more information visit https://corp.kaltura.com/solutions/video-for-business/
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